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Abstract 
The problem of angular spreadang of sound that has undergone rnultzple boundary scatterzng (both sea surface and 
sea bed) In a shallow water  channel zs dzscvssed Measurements made of the horzzoiitn~ sgatznl coherence along a 
lzne array are related dzrectly t o  the horzzontal angular spread. The data are znferprefed wzlhzn the framework of a 
probabrbty denszty functron (PDF) for angular spread. The multtple-bounce sztuatzon zs znterpreted by convolvzng 
PDF's assoczated wzth each srngle bounce, wherezn each szngle-bounce PDF zs comp~ited as rf t h e  other boundary 
znteractron were replaced by a perfeet mzrror rejlectzon. 

1. Introduction 
In shallow, littoral regions the acoustic transmission channel is typically governed by the process of multiple 
forward scattering from both the sea surface and the sea bed. With each boundary interaction, the signal may 
be further spread in time, frequency, and angle. In this paper we present results of an experimental study of 
the spatial coherence (or, equivalently, angular spreading) of high-frequency sound that has ui~dergolle ~llultiple 
boundary interactions and therefore has been dispersed in angle. Measurements of the horizontal coherence along 
a line array oriented transverse to the direction of propagation are related directly to the net horizontal angular 
dispersion. 

Both passive and active undersea acoustic detection and localization systems utilize horizontal arrays of re- 
ceivers. Beamforming algorithms can then give increased signal-to-noise ratios for detection and h ~ g h  degrees 
of spatial resolution in the horizontal plane for localization. Such beamforming algorith~ns usually assume per- 
fectly coherent plane-wave propagation for predicting performance. However, as presented in t111s paper, forward 
scattering of propagating signals from the sea surface and bottom can significantly degrade the performance of 
beamforming algorithms owing to loss of horizontal coherence. A thorough understanding of these processes is 
therefore necessary for determining the performance bounds of such systems. 

2. Experimental Description 
The experiment was conducted near the Dry Tortugus collection of islands (24036.i1N 82O60.7'W) off south Florida. 
The water depth was 25.6 m, and the bottom consisted of calcium shell deposits and soft mud. The experimental 
layout for the forward-scattering measurements is shown in Figure 1. S~gnals were transm~ttecl from one of two 
ITC-1032 omnidirectional transducers suspended from a spar buoy at  depths of 7 i and 17 2 111. The spar buoy 
was tethered to the research vessel Seaward Explorer  l laced in a four-pomt moor) at rai~ges between 70 and 100 m 
and tended by a small boat for final positioning. The natural per~od of the spar 1,uoy was 12 s, well away from 
the period of the dominant surface waves. 
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Figure 1: Experimental layout for the forward scat,t,ering measurements. 

An experimental run consisted of 20 pulses transmitted at  5-s intervals. The 1)ulses were cw tra~~smissions of 
length 1 ms and frequency 30 kHz. At this frequency, the roughness parameter defined as 2 k H  sin O,, where k is 
acoustic wavenumber, H is rms waveheight, and 0, is grazlng angle nssociatetl with the n o n ~ ~ n a l  specular point, 
ranged between 3 and 10. The signals were received on a horizontal line array suspended off the stern of the 
research vessel at  a depth between 7 and 10 m. A bracing structure (not shown) was used to rest,rict other than 
controlled array rotation, and a damping mechanism was used to reduce array heave motion. 

We simultaneously recorded signals from the eight-element array, on whlch tlie minimum and lilaxin~umelement 
separations were 1.59 and 57.15 cm, respectively. (Note that during the csperin~ent elements 7 and 8 became 
inoperable, which reduced the maximum separation to 31.75 cm and the element-spac~ng comh~nations from 28 
to 15.) Details on data acquisition, data reduction, and the procedure for estimat~ng spatla1 coherence are given 
by Dahl [I], who discusses similar measurements made in a deep water environment. Note that t l i~ s  procedure 
also includes a phase correction for any slight array rotation which invariably occl~rs during the 100-s averaging 
interval. We assume the received signal (of relative bandwidth 3%) is composed of only one frequency component, 
and thus the results given below are expressed in terms of the receiver srparat~on normahzed by the acoustic 
wavelength equivalent to 30 kHz. 

Figure 2a illustrates the dominant ray paths that compose the arrival s t r l ~ r t ~ l ~ e  for a typical experiniental run. 
With a 1-ms pulse, the first few paths can be resolved (Fig. 2b), and thew spatial coherence studied separately. 
In particular, the horizontal spatial coherence for the surface-bounce, bottonl-l>o~~nce, and surface-bottom bounce 
paths is derived from the time-windowed segments as shown in Figure 2h. Notice that the two l>ottom-interacting 
paths suffer an energy loss of approximately 25 dB, as bottom grazing angles exceed tlie critical angle (approx- 
imately 10'). The surface-bounce paths, on the other hand, experience essentially 0 dB energy loss for this run, 
during which the wind speed was 3.8 m/s. 

Figure 2: (a) Dominant ray paths contributing to a typical arrival structure. 'I'hr no1111nill grazing angle (in 
degrees) for each boundary interaction is noted. (b) Ensemble average of forwartl-watte~wl signals showing the 
primary arrivals: direct (D), surface bounce (S), bottom bounce (B), alrci surface-hottoln I>o~unce (SB). 



Thus, for t h ~ s  comb~nation of O(100) m range and m~d-water source and recelver depths, t h ~ s  particular acoust~c 
channel is dominated by the direct and single-surface-bounce paths. The acoustic measurements were accompan~ed 
by measurements of wind speed and direct~on and surface wavehe~ght spectra W~nd-speed ~neasurements were 
made at  a helght of 6.9 m above the sea surface and off the stern of the Seamurd Erplorer (this locat~on resulting 111 
min~mal interference from vessel structures) Surface-wave displacement spectra, ~nclud~ng di r~ct~onal  ~nformation, 
were measured using a d~rectional wave buoy moored approx~mately 200 in froin the .Seaward Ezplorer, and data 
were radio transrmtted back to the vessel every hour Conductivity, temp~rature, pressure (CTD) measurements 
were made approximately every 3 hours The condit~ons were such that the sound speed profile was nearly 
isovelocity, w ~ t h  a sound speed of 1520 m/s Bottom properties for this s ~ t e  are d~scussed in greater de ta~l  in a 
related paper [2] on the same experiment. 

3. Interpretation of Spatial Coherence Associated with Single Boundary Interaction 
Figure 3 shows the horizontal coherence for single-boundary-hounce paths a.s lneasuretl in three experimental runs. 
The three solid lines represent data from surface-bounce measurements, a,nd the dashed line represents data from 
a bottom-bounce measurement (we postpone its discussion for now). Referring now t,o t,he surface measurements, 
the two runs symbolized by open circles and t,riangles were taken back t,o Imck but with different geomet.ries (in 
this case, different source depths); otherwise the sea surface environment,, as charact,erized by a wind speed of 
3.8 m/s and an rms waveheight of 16 cm, was t,he same for each run. The t.hircl run (symbolized by asterisks) was 
taken with yet another geometry but also under different environmental conditions, chara.ct,erized by a wind speed 
of - 1 m/s and an rms waveheight of 7.5 cm. 

The solid lines are, in fact, from a model [I] for the horizontal spatial coherence result,ing fro111 forward 
scattering from the sea surface. The model is based on the high-frequency limit. of t , l i~  Kirchhoff approximation 
for computing the bistatic cross section (applicable only to forward scatt.ering in t,he near-specular region). This 
quantity is related to the horizontal coherence by first forming a probability density function (PDF) for the arrival 
angle. In this case, the relevant PDF is the marginal PDF corresponding t.o t.he horizontal arrival angle, and it 
converts to horizontal coherence via a Fourier transform. This approach 11ighlight.s the interrelations between t.he 
bistatic cross section, the horizontal angular density function, and the horizont.al coherence. The solid lines can 
also be represented well by Gaussian parametric curves of the form Irl = exp(-(kdas, )'/2), where d is the element 
separation and the parameter 0 0 ,  is the rms horizontal arrival angle. Estimates of 0 0 ,  for t.he t,hree solid lines, in 
order of decreasing coherence, are 0.57O, 0.86', and 1.70°. 
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Figure 3: Hor~zontal coherence for single-boundary-bounce paths a s  measured III three experimental runs The 
key geometric variables of source depth (SD), receiver depth (RD), and range (RG) are glven along w ~ t h  the key 
sea-surface environmental variables of wind speed (U) and rms wavehe~ght ( H )  
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The case where only the geometry has changed is readily understood hy thr  rrlation discussrd in [I], 

SL sin Og 
reh 1 + R D / S D 1  

where SL IS the rms large-scale sea-surface slope and R D  and S D  ale tht, soulcr ancl leceivel depths, ~espect~belj  
In both runs, RD = 9 5 m, but In the second lull SD has changed from 17 2 111 to 7 7 m ,  and R ,  has changed from 
20 4 O  to 13 7' Using these values, (1) pred~cts that the deepel soulce shoultl ~ ~ s u l t  111 ahout twlce the holizontal 
angular spread, which 15 cons~stent w ~ t h  the es t~n~ates  of an, T h ~ s  not only tlrmonstrates the diarnatic effect 
that array acquls~t~on geometry has on spatla1 cohe~ence, but also qhows how cohelence estllllates obtalned 111 one 
geometry can be translated to anothe~ grollletly 

Understanding the effect of chang~ng w~ntl sl)cetl and surface contl~t~ons on the spat~al cohe~ence requlres 
exam~nat~on of the frequency spectra for surfate wnvr.he~ght taken at the same t ~ m r  as the acouqt~c uleasurements 
(Flg 4) The maxlmum resolvable frequency for l l ~ e  wave-l)noy measurements 1s O 58 Hz, and thus beyond t h ~ s  
point (about four tlmes the peak frequency) wr have appended an f-5 tall 111 older to compute the ~ m s  (large-scale) 
slope s~ as requ~red by the coherence model T l ~ e  large-scale slope 13 ~ s t ~ m a t e d  uslng 

where the cut-off frequency f, is related t.o the cut-off wavenumber Ii, via (2iifc)' = gIi, ($1 = gravitational 
constant) and defines what we mean by large scale (also cf. Ref. [I]). Ntullerical si~nulations [3] suggest sett.ing 
A', = 0.25k which gives sr. = 0.044 for the lower wind speed case and s~ = 0.100 for t,he higher wind speed case. 
The actual s~ values used to produce the solid-line model fits in Fig. 3 were 0.055 and 0.105, which are remarkably 
dose to the estimates based on (2) and the measured surface wave spectra. It, is ilnport,ant to not,e that t,he precise 
form of the spectral decay is not a settled issue. Our use of f-5 follows t,hat of Banner [4] (see also [FJ]), although 
others [6] suggest a less rapid decay. Furthermore, the directional information gat,heretl by thr wave buoy has been 
collapsed, or averaged out, in the omnidirectional spectra shown in Fig. 4. We are present,ly const.ructing full 2-D 
surface wave spectra and will revisit these measurements in a future work 
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F~gure 4: Frequency spectra for surface waveheight measurements taken at same t ~ m e  as the acoust~c mea~urnnents 
shown m Fig 3. 



Fmally, an e s t ~ m a t e  of the s~ngle-bottom-bounce coherence 1s also shown 111 Fig 3 (open t ~ ~ a n g l e s .  ivlth tlaslied 
11ne representation) The l ~ n e  IS an exponentla1 curve of the form II'l = rxp(-kd?), where the parameter d 
1s equ~valent to  ue,/l 67 These data are from the t h ~ r d  arrival shown 111 Fig 2b (shortly befo~e  G 111s) Fol 
comparat~ve reference, est~mates of as, for the first three arrlvals 111 Fig 21, I e , the d ~ r r c t  path zu~face-l)ounce 
path, and bottom-bounce path, are < 0 5O, 0 86", and 163O The bottom-hounce data in Fig .% also shorn sl~ght  
osc~llatory behav~or,  pelhaps assoc~ated w ~ t h  bottom roughness 111 a manlie1 c1esc11l)rd by G u l ~ n  and hlalyshe\ [7] 
At t h ~ s  stage we shall not ~nterpret  the osc~llations and proceed w ~ t h  the smooth r \ponrnt~al  r tu \e  lep~esenta t~on  

4. Estimates of Spatial Coherence Associated with Multiple Bouildary Interactiolls 
and Their Interpretation via Co~lvolutio~l of Angular PDFs 
In this section we show t.hat t,he measured sl,a.t.ia.l coherence functions for mult,iple I~oundary int,eract,ions are 
reasonably approximated by multiplying t,hc spat,ial coherence funct,ions associa.t,ed with a single surface and a 
single bottom interaction. The interpretivr fra,~nework here is that  of coiivolving individual PDFs t,o arrive a t  t,he 
P D F  for the  s u m  of random variables. 111 t,his rase, spatial coherence reprrsrnt ,~ t,he cha.ract.erist,ic function for t,he 
P D F  of the horizontal arrival angle, a,nd t,lius ~n~~lbiplication a.pplies. 

Tuteur and McDonald [a] developed a. rigorous formalisln for the time spreads associat.ed wit,li mult,iple-bounce 
acoustic channels, assuming certain spat,ia,l st,attistics apply to bot,li surfa.ces. We post.ulat,e, in an analogy t.o the 
time spread model in [8], that  the total horizontal angular spread is the suni of the a1igu1a.r spreatls froin individual 
bounces, wherein the spread from each bc.unce is computed as if the ot,l~er bo1111da.ry interaction were replaced 
by a perfect mirror reflection. Figure 5 illust,rates this process for the surfa,c.r-l~ot,t,oii~ pa.t.li shown in Fig. 2a. A 
virtual source is used for the bottom-bounce segment (replacing the init,ia.l surface hounce). wit.11 SD equal to  
33.3 m and RD equal to  16.1 in as measured from the sea bed. A virtual receiver is used for t,he surface-bounce 
segment (replacing the bottom bounce), with SD remaining a t  7.7 m and RD now going t,o 41.7 111 as  measured 
from the sea surface. 
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Figure 5: Illustration of process used to  calculate total horizontal angular spread for the surface-bottom path 
shown In Fig. 2a. 

Figure 6 shows estimates of the horizontal coherence for the surface-bottom bounce path that airlves sliortl? 
after 10 m s  (Fig 2b) The dashed line labeled SURFACE B O U N C E  1s cle~~ved from the aforement~oned model 
[I] for surface coherence, using sr, = 0.105 and the new geometry ~llustrated in Fig 5 for the surface hornice-to- 
virtual recelver path The dashed line labeled B O T T O M  B O U N C E  is t h ~  rrsult of t ~ a n s f o l i n ~ ~ i g  d as  pel (2) 
using the new geometry illustrated In Fig 5 for the v~r tua l  source-to-bottom bounce path The11 mult~plicatioii. 
equ~valent to  convolving the angular PDFs for hor~zontal arr~val  angle, is shown by the sol~cl I~ne ,  with ag~rement 
t o  the measurements b e ~ n g  q u ~ t e  sat~sfactory for coherence est~mates that rxceed ahout O 45 

Two other examples of this method are shown In Figs 7a and 7b, 111 t h ~ s  casr ~ ~ p ~ e s e n t ~ i i g  the ~UI~FICP-hottom 
(7a) and the bottom-surface (7b) bounce paths for the experimental run that ~ m m r d ~ a t e l q  preceded thr  lull 
d~scussed in Flg. 2 Thus sr, = 0.105 is agaln used for the surface coherencr model, hut the assoc~ated sniglr- 
bounce geometries shown in Fig. 5 differ Though agreement with the data 1s clearly bettel ni Fig 7a, 111 110th 
examples the characterist~c shape of the data IS ~eproduced by the method 
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Figure 6: Horizontal coherence for surface-bottom bounce path shown in Fig. 2b, which arrives arrives shortly 
after 10 ms. The key geometric variables of source depth (SD), receiver depth (RD), and range (RG) are given 
along with the key sea-surface environmental variables of wind speed (U) and rms waveheight (H). 

5. Summary 
In this paper we have presented measurements of the horizontal spatial coherence of high-frequency sound that 
has been forward scattered from the sea surface, the sea bed, and their combination. The measurements were 
made at  30 kHz in a shallow-water channel of depth 25.6 m. 

The single-bounce surface coherence estimates have been interpreted using a model based on bistatic scattering 
from the sea surface, applicable to the near-specular region, with model-data agreement. being quite satisfactory. 
This model requires an estimate of rms large-scale slope, which was in turn derived from estimates of sea surface 
wave spectra taken at  the same time as the acoustic measurements. 

The multiple-bounce coherence estimates have been interpreted in terms of t,he convolutioil of PDFs for hori- 
zontal arrival angle, or equivalently, multiplication of horizontal coherence functions. The coherence functions in 
this case are associated with boundary interactions involving the surface and bottom separately a.nd are computed 
as if the other boundary interaction were replaced by a perfect mirror reflection. The method described here can 
be readily generalized to two or more interactions with a surface or bot,tom scattering interface, as would apply 
t o  longer-range propagation in shallow water. 
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Figure 7: Same as Fig. 6 but for the experimental run Immediately  receding the one in Fig 2. (a )  surfacehottom 
coherence; (b) bottom-surface coherence. 
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